Media-Rich Space Analysis: Revision Plan for Project 3

Structural Revisions
- Create an intro page that is coherent as a landing page
- Add page that summarizes claim
  - Come up with a claim
- Re-structure pages in menu in an order that makes more sense

Written Content
- Create greater readability by staying consistent between pages (in terms of font, formatting, etc)
  - choose a style and stick with it
  - make certain cues that reoccur, such as red text on links, bold on headings, etc
- Go into more depth about each design element
- Describe what these elements do, and why it matters
- Tie in main claim to blocks of evidence
- Tie in evidence from outside source about design and design principles

Media
- Create a more coherent flow of ideas with photographs
- Add more photographs with better lighting
- Only use photographs where necessary (remove repeated photographs that just add clutter)
- Make sure every piece of media makes sense
- Create infographic

Questions:
- Should I include the audio tour in the website, or cut it to just a bit of white noise from the space?
- Should the sources page be accessible from a menu?